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Abstract Modelling, analysis and synthesis of behaviour

are the subject of major efforts in computing science,

especially when it comes to technologies that make sense

of human–human and human–machine interactions. This

article outlines some of the most important issues that still

need to be addressed to ensure substantial progress in the

field, namely (1) development and adoption of virtuous

data collection and sharing practices, (2) shift in the focus

of interest from individuals to dyads and groups, (3) en-

dowment of artificial agents with internal representations

of users and context, (4) modelling of cognitive and

semantic processes underlying social behaviour and (5)

identification of application domains and strategies for

moving from laboratory to the real-world products.

Keywords Human behaviour � Social interactions �
Virtuous data practices � Multimodal embodiment �
Cognitive modelling � Semantic processing � Roadmap to

application

Introduction

Modelling, analysis and synthesis of human behaviour are

the subject of major efforts in computing science [138,

140]. In principle, the problem can be addressed in purely

technological terms, i.e. by applying the same method-

ologies and approaches that can be used for any other type

of data accessible to machines. For example, speech has

been analysed using methodologies that can be applied to

any other signal, and similarly, computer vision has ad-

dressed the problem of tracking people using the same

methodologies that can be used to track any other moving

object. Furthermore, robotics and computer graphics ad-

dressed the synthesis of human motion by simply repro-

ducing its observable aspects.

However, human behaviour is governed by cognitive,

social and psychological phenomena that, while not being

observable, must be taken into account to build technolo-

gies more robust, effective and human-centred. The first

attempts in this direction were done in the early 1990s,

when automatic analysis and synthesis of facial expressions

were addressed for the first time not only in terms of ob-

servable facial muscles activity, but also in terms of

emotion expression [47]. Interdisciplinary collaboration

between computing on one side and, on the other side,
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psychology and cognitive sciences proved to be a crucial

and fruitful milestone.

Nowadays, domains like affective computing [100],

social signal processing (SSP) [138], social robotics [23],

intelligent virtual agents [32], human communication sy-

namics [87], sentic computing [27, 103] are well estab-

lished and have a well-delimited and well-recognized

scope in the computing community. Recent technological

achievements include social robots that deal with autistic

children [119], computers that make sense of human per-

sonality in various contexts [137], artificial agents that

sustain emotionally rich conversations with their

users [123], intelligent frameworks for multimodal affec-

tive interaction [63, 105], approaches that detect phe-

nomena as subtle as mimicry [43], and the list could

continue.

However, modelling, analysis and synthesis of human

behaviour are far from being solved problems. This article

outlines a few major issues that need to be addressed to

substantially improve the current state of the art:

• Virtuous practices for design, collection and distribu-

tion of data. Without data it is difficult, if not

impossible, to develop technologies revolving around

human behaviour. However, widely shared practices for

making of data an asset for the entire community are

still missing (see Section ‘‘The Data’’) [19, 73].

• From individuals to interaction. A group of interacting

people is more than the mere sum of its members.

However, most current analysis approaches still focus

on individuals. Furthermore, methodologies addressing

groups as a whole, especially when it comes to mutual

influence processes, are still at an early stage of

development (see Section ‘‘Behaviour Analysis’’) [33,

60].

• From shallow to deep interactions. Human–human

interactions take place in highly specific contexts where

people typically have a long history of previous

relations. However, current artificial agents typically

miss an internal representation of both context and

others, resulting in shallow interactions with their users.

Attempts to go beyond such a state-of-affairs are still

limited (see Section ‘‘Multimodal Embodiment’’) [7,

118].

• Integration of semantic and cognitive aspects. Social

life is determined to a large extent by unconscious,

cognitive processes. However, most current approaches

for analysis and synthesis of human behaviour do not

try to model how people make sense of others and give

meaning to their experiences (see Section ‘‘Computa-

tional Models of Interaction‘‘) [38, 106].

• Applications. Real-world applications are the ultimate

test bed for any technology expected to interact with

humans. However, only a relatively few domains are

seriously planning the adoption of technologies dealing

with human behaviour (see Section ‘‘Applications’’)

[69, 109, 110, 134].

The rest of the article describes each of the above issues in

details.

The Data

Corpora and data collections are a necessary prerequisite

for modelling, analysis and synthesis of human behaviour.

In fact, analysis and synthesis are not possible without

learning from data showing contexts and phenomena of

interest. Furthermore, efficiency in experiments and repli-

cability of results are difficult without a framework for

comprehensive and easily interoperable data annotation

and analysis. In other words, the multimodal research

community cannot progress without virtuous data collec-

tion, annotation and sharing practices that make high-

quality data accessible and easy to process. This section

outlines the challenges arising at various stages of corpus

design, collection, annotation, curation and distribution and

proposes strategies that should underpin the best practices.

Data Design and Collection

Collections of data portraying multimodal interaction be-

haviours cover a wide spectrum of verbal, non-verbal, so-

cial and communicative phenomena. However, most

current resources do not address all aspects of social in-

teractions, but focus on the investigation of specific con-

texts and settings. The probable reason is that the range of

spoken interactions, or ‘‘speech-exchange systems’’ [116],

humans engage in is enormous. It is an open question

whether basic mechanisms such as turn-taking or the

temporal distribution of cues such as back-channel, ges-

tures or disfluencies vary with the type of interaction. In

other words, it is not sure whether observations made over

certain data generalize to other data as well and, if yes, to

what extent. This requires one to carefully consider what is

the genre of the corpus at the design stage.

Corpora may consist of audio-visual material gathered

from conventional media (radio and television) and the

web, or recordings made during laboratory experiments,

possibly using advanced sensors (e.g. high-definition

cameras, gaze trackers, microphone arrays, RGB depth

cameras like the Kinect, physiological sensors). Overall,

the large number of settings and data acquisition ap-

proaches reflects the wide variety of design and research

goals that data collections are functional to [138].
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When interactions are recorded in a laboratory setting,

the most common way to ensure that people actually en-

gage in social exchanges is to use tasks aimed at eliciting

conversation. Typical cases include the description of

routes on a map (e.g. the HCRC Map Task Corpus [5]),

spotting differences between similar pictures (e.g. the

London UCL Clear Speech in Interaction Database [12]

and the Wildcat Corpus [135]), participation in real or

simulated professional meetings (e.g. the ICSI Meeting

Corpus [68] and the AMI Corpus [84]). This way of col-

lecting data produces useful corpora of non-scripted dia-

logues. However, it is unclear whether the motivation of

subjects involved in an artificial task can be considered

genuine. Therefore, it is not sure that the resulting corpora

can be used to make reliable generalizations about natural

conversations [76, 92].

Attempts to collect data in more naturalistic settings

have focused initially on real-world phone calls like, e.g.

the suicide hotline and emergency-line conversations de-

scribed in [116]. A broadest domain of topics is available

in the corpora of real phone conversations (e.g. Switch-

board [53] and ESP-C [31]). The main drawbacks of these

resources are that they are unimodal, and furthermore, it is

not clear whether phone-mediated and face-to-face con-

versations can be considered equivalent. The effort of

capturing face-to-face, real-life spoken interactions has led

to collection of corpora like Santa Barbara [45], ICE [55],

BNC [16] and Gothenburg Corpus [1]. However, the ef-

fectiveness of these collections is still limited by uni-

modality (the only exception is the Gothenburg Corpus)

and relatively low quality of the recordings.

What emerges from the above is that the collection of

data suitable for multimodal research entails a trade-off

between the pursuit of real-life, naturalistic resources and

the need of high-quality material suitable for automatic

processing. This typically leads to the choice of laboratory

settings, where the sensing apparatus is as unobtrusive as

possible and the scenario is carefully designed to avoid

biases. This led to hybrid multimodal corpora showing

encounters recorded in the laboratory, but without pre-

scribed task or subject of discussion imposed on par-

ticipants. These include collections of free-talk meetings or

first encounters between strangers (e.g. the Swedish

Spontal [46], the NOMCO and MOMCO Danish and

Maltese corpora [95], casual conversations between ac-

quaintances and strangers [93]). Some of the latest corpora

include physiological signals, motion capture information

(e.g. DANS and Spontal [46]) and breathing data.

The availability of new sensors, capable of capturing

information non-accessible in previous corpora, makes old

data less useful due to sparsity of the type of signals col-

lected (many are audio only) and the impossibility of in-

vestigating the range of interconnected signals and cues of

interest to current researchers. This issue could serve as a

caution to current data collectors. It would be very useful if

researchers future-proofed corpora by gathering a range of

signals as wide as possible at the data collection stage,

hopefully slowing the onset of data obsolescence.

Data Annotation, Curation and Distribution

Creating recordings is becoming increasingly cheaper and

easier, but annotating them in view of modelling, analysis

and synthesis of social behaviour remains a time-consum-

ing and labour-intensive task. In fact, enriching data with

descriptive and semantic information is usually done

manually. Recent advances in sensing technologies have

introduced flexibility in automatically collecting features of

interest enabling the creation of data sets rich with infor-

mation on multimodal behaviour that can be further aug-

mented with manual encodings. However, analysis and

modelling of multimodal interaction are hampered by the

lack of a comprehensive annotation scheme or taxonomy

incorporating speech, gestures and other multimodal in-

teraction features.

Many spoken dialogue annotation schemes are based on

speech/dialogue acts and their function in updating dialo-

gue state [24, 37, 75]. The ISO 24617-2 standard for

functional dialogue annotation [65] comprehensively cov-

ers information transfer and dialogue control/interaction

management functions of utterances, but coverage of social

or interactional functions is restricted to ‘‘social obligation

management’’ (salutations, self-introduction, apologizing,

thanking and valedictions). There is also a need to include

annotation of multimodal cues. The MUMIN scheme [2]

allows coding of multimodal aspects of dialogue, par-

ticularly in terms of their contribution to interaction man-

agement and turn-taking, but has not yet been integrated

into larger dialogue taxonomies. An important advantage

of the ISO standard and indeed of the information state

update paradigm [20] is its multidimensionality, whereby a

‘‘markable’’ or ‘‘area of interest’’ can be tagged in several

orthogonal ways. This scheme may thus be extensible to

account for many interactional and multimodal aspects of

interaction. A more extensive taxonomy of communicative

acts encompassing various modalities is highly desirable.

While many databases are publicly available, many

others are still not shared. The shortage of desirable an-

notated data is also due to the lack of standardization, in-

tellectual property rights (IPR) restrictions and privacy

issues arising from research ethics. Data sets involved in

tasks related to human behaviour analysis come with strict

terms of use. Providers of data should thus ensure that data

reuse is permitted through a set of appropriate licensing

conditions. More importantly, data sets should be indexed

so that all interested parties are able to identify different
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types of resources they wish to access and/or acquire. The

multidisciplinarity of the field also calls for true and con-

tinuous cooperation among disciplines to make the most of

complementary expertise in resource development and

processing [126].

Open Issues and Challenges

Methodologies aimed at creation and dissemination of data

should be fostered by both users and providers to maximize

availability and usability. The goal should be the creation

of data ecosystems that support the whole multimodal

value chain—from design to distribution—through defini-

tion of best practices (e.g. like those available in natural

language processing) and set-up of infrastructures for re-

source use and sharing [102]. These infrastructures will

address the following needs:

• A framework for managing and sharing data

collections;

• Legal and technical solutions for privacy protection in a

number of use scenarios;

• Data visibility and encouragement to data sharing,

reuse and repurposing for new research questions;

• Identification of gaps and missing resources.

Establishing such an ecosystem in the area of multimodal

interaction is necessary to support the increasingly de-

manding requirements of real-world applications. In par-

ticular, the creation of an effective data ecosystem

promises to have the following advantages:

• Integration of social and multimodal annotation into

standard dialogue annotation schemes;

• Building of knowledge bases informing the design of

real-world and impact-oriented applications;

• Coverage of a wide, possibly exhaustive spectrum of

contexts and situations;

• Better analysis of context and genre in social

interactions.

Overall, a solid shared data ecosystem would greatly

streamline the acquisition of relevant scientific under-

standing of multimodal interaction, and thus expedite the

use of this knowledge in the research and development of a

range of novel real-world applications (see Section ‘‘Ap-

plications’’). The challenge remains at defining, labelling

and annotating the high-level behaviours associated with

human–human interaction. For this purpose, experts in

multimodal signal processing and machine learning work

hand-in-hand with psychologists, clinicians and other do-

main experts to transfer knowledge gained over years of

labelling human behaviours to a machine readable code

that is amenable to computational manipulation.

Behaviour Analysis

Previous research on social behaviour analysis has focused

on individuals, whether it comes to the detection of specific

actions and cues (e.g. facial expressions, gestures and

prosody) or the measurement of social and psychological

phenomena (e.g. valence and arousal and personality

traits). With advances in methodology, there is increasing

interest in advancing beyond action detection in individuals

to detection and understanding of interpersonal influence.

Recent work includes comparing patterns of interpersonal

influence under different conditions (e.g. with or without

visual feedback, during high versus low conflict, and dur-

ing negative and positive affect [58, 60, 85, 127, 136]) and

the relation between interpersonal influence and outcome

variables (e.g. friendship or relationship quality [3, 107]).

Key issues are feature extraction and representation, time-

series methodologies and outcomes. Unless otherwise

noted, the rest of this section focuses on dyads (i.e. two

interacting individuals) rather than larger social groups.

Detection of Behavioural Cues

The first step in computing interpersonal influence is to

extract and represent relevant behavioural features from

one or more modalities. Methodologies include motion-

tracking [9] for body motion, computer vision [42, 60, 85,

136] for facial expression, head motion and other visual

displays, signal processing [67, 136] for voice quality,

timing and speech, and manual measurements by human

observers [36, 78, 81]. Because of their objectivity, quan-

titative measurement, efficiency and reproducibility, auto-

matic measures are desirable. We address their limitations

and challenges in Section ‘‘Open Issues and Challenges’’.

Modelling Interpersonal Influence

Independent of specific methods of feature extraction, two

main approaches have been used to analyse interpersonal

influence. The first includes analytic and descriptive

models that seek to quantify the extent to which behaviour

of an individual accounts for the behaviour of another. The

second includes prediction and classification models that

seek to measure behavioural matching between interactive

partners.

Analytic/Descriptive Models

Windowed cross-correlation is one of the most commonly

used measures of similarity between two time series [3,

107]. It uses a temporally defined window to measure

successive lead–lag relationships over relatively brief
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timescales [17, 59, 60, 85]. By using small window sizes,

assumptions of stationarity are less likely violated. When

time series are highly correlated at zero lag, they are said to

be synchronous. When they are highly correlated at nega-

tive or positive lags, reciprocity is indicated. Patterns of

cross-correlation may change across multiple windows,

consistently with descriptions of mismatch and repair

processes (e.g. in mother-infant dyads [35]).

Other approaches are recurrence analysis, accommoda-

tion and spectral analysis. Recurrence analysis [114] seeks

to detect similar patterns of change or movement in time

series, which are referred to as ‘‘recurrence points’’. Ac-

commodation [122], also referred to as convergence, en-

trainment or mimicry [98, 99], refers to the tendency of

dyadic partners to adapt their communicative behaviour to

each other. Accommodation is based on a time-aligned

moving average between time series. Spectral methods are

particularly suitable for rhythmic processes. Spectral ana-

lysis measures phase shifts [94, 114] and coherence [42,

113, 114] or power spectrum overlap [94].

These methods may suggest that one of the interaction

participants influences the other (e.g. infant smile in re-

sponse to the mother’s smile), but it is more rigorous to say

that they detect co-occurrence patterns that do not neces-

sarily correspond to causal or influence relationships.

Correlation or co-occurrence across multiple time series

might be due to chance.

A critical issue when attempting to detect dependence

between time series is to rule out random cross-correlation

or random cross-phase coherence. Two types of approaches

may be considered. One of the most common is to apply

surrogate statistical tests [9, 42, 78, 113]. For instance, the

time series may be randomized. Statistics that summarize

the relation between time series (e.g. correlations) then can

be compared between the original and randomized series. If

the statistics differ between the original and randomized

series, that suggests a non-random explanation. Alterna-

tively, time- and frequency-domain time-series approaches

have been proposed to address this problem [54, 78].

Surrogate and time-series approaches both involve

analysis of observational measures. Yet another approach

is to introduce experimental perturbations into naturally

occurring behaviour. In a videoconference, the output of

one person’s behaviour may be processed using an active

appearance model and modified in real time without their

knowledge. Using this approach, it has been found that

attenuated head nods in an avatar resulted in increased head

nods and lateral head turns in the other person [18]. Recent

advances in image processing make possible real-time

experimental paradigms to investigate the direction of ef-

fects in interpersonal influence.

Prediction/Classification Models

In many applications, it is of interest to detect moments of

similar behaviour between partners. For example, smiles in

interactions between mothers and infants could be learned,

and then their joint occurrence detected automatically.

Mutual or synchronous head nodding, as in back-chan-

nelling, would be another example. A method to detect

joint states using semi-supervised learning was proposed

in [141]. Similarly, one could use supervised or unsuper-

vised methods to learn phase relations between partners.

This would include coordinated increasing or decreasing

intensity of positive affect or mimicry. In [117], Hidden

Markov Models (bi-grams) are employed to learn parent–

infant interaction dynamics. This modelling is coupled with

non-negative matrix factorization for the extraction of a

social signature of typical and autistic children. In [44], a

set of one-class SVM-based models are used to recognize

the gestures of task partners during EEG hyper-scanning. A

measure of ‘‘imitation’’ is then derived from the likelihood

ratio between the models.

To reveal bidirectional feedback effects, parametric

approaches such as actor-partner analysis have been pro-

posed [72]. In actor-partner analysis, data are analysed

while taking into account both participants in the dyad si-

multaneously. As an example, Hammal et al. [60] used

actor-partner analysis to measure the reciprocal relation-

ship between head movements of intimate partners in

conflict and non-conflict interaction. Each participant’s

head movement was used as both predictor and outcome

variable in the analyses. The pattern of mutual influence

varied markedly depending on conflict.

Open Issues and Challenges

Critical challenges are access to well-annotated data from

dyads or other social groups (see Section ‘‘The Data’’),

further advances in automated measurement and improved

analysis methodologies (see Section ‘‘Computational

Models of Interaction’’). Because the distribution of spon-

taneous social interaction data has been constrained by

confidentiality restrictions, investigators have been unable

to train on and analyse each other’s data. That limits ad-

vances in our methods. Often, however, participants would

be agreeable to sharing their audio–video data if only asked.

When participants have been given the opportunity to

consent to such use by the research community, they often

have consented. This has encouraged efforts to open access

to data sources that would have been unavailable in the past

(see Section ‘‘The Data‘‘). The US National Institutes of

Health [85] among others supports data-sharing efforts.
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The current state of automated measurement presents

limits. First, automatic feature extraction typically results

in moderate rates of missing data, such as when head ro-

tation exceeds the operational parameters of the system or

face occlusion occurs. This is particularly germane when

applying algorithms to participants much different than

ones on which they were trained [58]. Second, while

communication is multimodal, automated feature extrac-

tion typically is limited to one or few modalities. Despite

advances in natural language processing (NLP) [125],

sampling and integration of speech with non-verbal mea-

sures remains a challenge. Third, optimal approaches to

multimodal fusion are an open research question and may

hinge on specific applications. In manual measurement,

coders often use multimodal descriptors [35]. Comparable

descriptors for automated feature extraction have yet to

appear. In part for these reasons, some investigators have

considered a combination of automatic and manual mea-

surement [58, 60] or combination of overlapping algo-

rithms for feature extraction [97].

A further key challenge is to propose statistical and

computational approaches suitable for content and tempo-

ral structure of dyadic interactions. Various sequential

learning models, such as hidden Markov models (HMMs)

or conditional random fields (CRFs), are typically used to

characterize the temporal structure of social interactions.

Further approaches of this type will be of great benefit for

automatic analysis and understanding of interpersonal

communication in social interaction.

Multimodal Embodiment

In the past ten years, significant amount of effort has been

dedicated to exploring the potential of social signal pro-

cessing in human interaction with embodied conversational

agents and social robots. The social interaction capability

of an artificial agent may be defined as the ability of a

system to interact seamlessly with humans. This definition

implies the following:

• The human produces and expects responses to social

signals in the communication with the agent;

• The agent not only is perceptive to the social signals

emitted by the human, but also uses social signals to

further its own purposes.

Particularly, the latter point implies a rich internal repre-

sentation of humans and human–human interactions for the

agent.

Needless to say, specific aspects of embodied social

interaction cannot be studied under laboratory conditions

alone; naturalistic social settings and people’s daily envi-

ronments are needed to situate the user-agent

communication (see Section ‘‘The Data’’ for issues related

to the collection of data in naturalistic settings). Looking at

the recent literature, current goals in multimodal embodied

interaction are focused on implementing sets of social

communication skills in the agent, including detection of

humour, empathy, compassion and affect [140]. Basic

skills like facial emotion recognition, gaze detection, dia-

logue management and non-verbal signal processing are

still far from being effective. Similarly, synthesis and

timing of non-verbal signals and appropriate ways of sig-

nalling apparent social cues are studied.

This section identifies two major challenges in this area.

The first is that in these studies, typically, the cultural

context is held fixed. One may argue that even humans

have troubles selecting correct responses when the cultural

setting is not familiar, but studies on artificial agents

typically take place in very restricted domains, and

naturalistic contexts are absent. The second problem is that

the social behaviour of the agent is often not grounded in a

rich internal representation and lacks depth [7, 118]. When

an agent shows signs of enjoying humour, it does that ac-

cording to an internal rule triggered to display amusement

as the appropriate response to a certain number of inter-

actional situations. This way of modelling social exchanges

is very rudimentary, and while it can be the initial step for

implementing a social agent, it is very far from imple-

menting the complexity and richness of social communi-

cations in real life. The two issues mentioned above are

strongly connected; without a proper internal representa-

tion, shallow models cannot be expected to adapt to dif-

ferent social contexts.

Approaches to Multimodal Embodiment

Social signals are strongly contextualized. For example, in

a situation of bereavement, a gesture that is performed

close to the interacting party can easily be interpreted as

showing sympathy. The same gesture could be entirely

inappropriate in a different context. The interpretation of

social signals depends not only on the correct perception

and categorization of the signal, but also on the evaluation

and active interpretation of the interacting parties. While

humans are adept at this, artificial agents lack the semantic

background knowledge to deal with subtleties. Subse-

quently, the human–agent interaction needs to assume that

the technology is limited and compensates for its short-

comings by structuring the interaction in a way that the

exchange follows signals that are clear and simple, tailored

to the capabilities of the agent, but still rich enough to

convey the internal states of the agent to the human and

vice versa.

Technologies for realizing individual components of a

social agent have reached a great level of advancement.
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International benchmarking campaigns, such as the series

of the Audio-Visual Emotion Challenges (AVEC)1, have

considerably fostered progress in the area of social signal

interpretation. This is important for artificial agents that

need to understand their users in naturalistic settings, but it

is obvious that human–agent interactions do not necessarily

need to use the same signals as those used in human–

human interaction. The archetypical example is a domes-

ticated cat, which produces a different set of social signals

than a human, but seamlessly communicates over this set.

The contribution of benchmarking campaigns is essential

to the development of new solutions. Realistic data,

naturalistic behaviours and real-time processing are key

aspects for these campaigns. The latter aspect is par-

ticularly important, as most challenges focus on offline

processing, but the online mode, which is essential for real,

situated social interactions, is a much more difficult set-

ting [120]. Candace Sidner and Charles Rich [112] coined

the term always-on relational agents to describe the vision

of a robotic or virtual character that lives as a permanent

member in a human household, which remains a grand

challenge. In a related perspective, Barbara Grosz [56]

stated that: ‘‘Is it imaginable that a computer (agent) team

member could behave, over the long term and in uncertain,

dynamic environments, in such a way that people on the

team will not notice it is not human’’. The perception,

negotiation and generation of social cues in a context is

necessary to achieve this condition.

Open Issues and Challenges

As tools become more diversified and layered, it becomes

possible to create agents with more depth. Work done in

the SEMAINE project [123] has shown that simple

backchannel signals, such as ‘‘I see’’, may suffice to create

the illusion of a sensitive listener. However, to engage

humans over a longer period of time, a deeper under-

standing of the dialogue would be necessary. While a

significant amount of work has been done on the semantic/

pragmatic processing in the area of NLP, work that ac-

counts for a close interaction between the communication

streams required for semantic/pragmatic processing and

social signal processing is rare (see Section ‘‘Computa-

tional Models of Interaction’’). The integration of social

signal processing with semantic and pragmatic analysis

may help to resolve ambiguities. Particularly, short utter-

ances tend to be highly ambiguous when solely the lin-

guistic data are considered. An utterance like ‘‘right’’ may

be interpreted as a confirmation, as well as a rejection, if

intended cynically, and so may the absence of an utterance.

Preliminary studies have shown that the consideration of

social cues may help to improve the robustness of semantic

and pragmatic analysis [21] (see Section ‘‘Computational

Models of Interaction’’).

Finding the right level of sensitivity is very important in

creating seamless interaction, and this requires strong

adaptation skills for the agent. Mike Mozer’s [89] early

experiments on the adaptive neural network house estab-

lished that people tolerate only to a limited extent the

mistakes of an ‘‘intelligent’’ system. This is true for social

signals as well; agents that act and react inappropriately

will most likely irritate users [6]. Treating all user be-

haviours as possible input to the agent (called the ‘‘Midas

Touch Problem’’ [61]) will result in poor interactions and

confused users.

Recent work in the framework of the ‘‘Natural Inter-

action with Social Robots Topic Group’’2 (NISR-TG)

proposes to use several levels to describe the social ability

of an agent:

• Level 0: The agent does not interact with the human;

• Level 1: The agent perceives the human as an object

(useful for orienting and navigating);

• Level 2: The agent perceives the human as another

agent that is represented explicitly and can be reiden-

tified time and again;

• Level 3: A two-way interaction is possible provided that

the interacting human knows and obeys some conven-

tions and behaviours required by the agent’s system;

• Level 3a: A two-way interaction is possible with the

ability of spoken language interaction;

• Level 4: The agent adapts its behaviour to the

interaction partners during the interaction;

• Level 5: The agent recognizes different users and

adjusts its behaviour accordingly;

• Level 6: The agent is capable to interact with more than

one users;

• Level 7: The agent is endowed with personality traits

that can be recognized as such by the users and results

in displaying different behaviours in the same

situations;

• Level 8: The agent is capable to learn and accumulate

experience over multiple interactions;

• Level 9: The agent is capable to build and sustain

relationships with its users.

Progressing through the levels, the agent is expected to

gain one-way and two-way interaction capabilities, fol-

lowed by a more advanced set of skills including adapta-

tion, multiparty interaction management and the

incorporation of social constructs like personality.

1 http://sspnet.eu/avec2014/.

2 http://homepages.herts.ac.uk/*comqkd/TG-NaturalInteraction

WithSocialRobots.html.
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Humans adapt their social behaviours during interac-

tions based on explicit or implicit cues they receive from

the interlocutor. In order to establish longer-lasting rela-

tionships between artificial companions and human users,

artificial companions need to be able to adjust their be-

haviour on the basis of previous interactions. That is, they

should remember previous interactions and learn from

them [10]. To this end, sophisticated mechanisms for the

simulation of self-regulatory social behaviours will be re-

quired. Furthermore, social interactions will have to be

personalized to individuals of different gender, personality

and cultural background. For example, cultural norms and

values determine whether it is appropriate to show emo-

tions in a particular situation [83] and how they are inter-

preted by others [82]. While offline learning is prevalent in

current systems exploiting SSP techniques, future work

should explore the potential of online learning in order to

enable continuous social adaptation processes. For the in-

tegration of context, novel sensor technologies can be used

by the agent in ways that are not available to humans in an

ordinary interaction [41, 139]. Multimodality can also be

harnessed in expressing social signals in novel ways, for

instance, by adding haptic cues to visual displays [15, 49].

At a finer level, a single interaction between two agents

also involves an interactive alignment (also see Section

‘‘Behaviour Analysis’’), where the interacting parties con-

verge on similar representations at different levels of lin-

guistic processing [51, 101]. The alignment at higher levels

(e.g. common goals) relies on the alignment of lower levels

(e.g. objects of joint attention). This requires that the agents

model their interaction partners, anticipate interaction di-

rections, align their communication acts, as well as ac-

tions [115]. We can safely assume that research in cognitive

science and linguistics will be essential in achieving these

goals (see Section ‘‘Computational Models of Interaction’’).

Computational Models of Interaction

Broadly based on the work of Tomasello [130, 131] (and

others) human–human interaction can be represented as a

three-step process: sharing attention, establishing common

ground and forming shared goals (a.k.a. joint intention-

ality). Two prerequisites for successful human–human

communication via joint intentionality are:

• The ability to form a successful model of the cognitive

state of people around us, i.e. decoding not only overt,

but also covert communication signals also referred to

as ‘‘recursive mind-reading’’;

• Establishing and building trust, a truly human trait.

Affective computing, SSP and behavioural signal pro-

cessing (BSP) address the first prerequisite, building

machines that can understand the emotional, social and

cognitive state of an individual. A layered view of human–

machine interaction from the cognitive and computational

perspectives are shown in Fig. 1. This section reviews

computational models and associated challenges for each

layer.

Joint Attention and Saliency

Unlike computers, humans are able to process only the

most salient parts of an image, a sound or a brochure,

literally ignoring the rest. Being able to model and predict

what a human sees and hears in an audio-visual scene is the

first step towards forming a cognitive representation of that

scene, as well as establishing common ground in interac-

tion scenarios.

Saliency- and attention-based models have played a

significant role in multimedia processing in the past decade

[22, 39, 48, 66, 71, 77, 90, 108, 128], exploiting low-level

cues from the (mostly) visual, audio and spoken language

(transcription) modalities: they have proved very success-

ful in identifying salient events in multimedia for a variety

of applications. However, attention-based algorithms

typically use only perceptually motivated low-level (frame-

based) features and employ no high-level semantic infor-

mation, with few exceptions in very specific cases (mostly

in the visual domain) [90].

Challenges still remain on: (1) mid- and high-level

feature extraction including incorporating semantics (sce-

nes, objects, actions) and (2) computational models for the

multimodal fusion of the bottom-up (gestalt-based) and

top-down (semantic-based) attentional mechanisms. Also

applying these multimodal salient models to realistic hu-

man–human (especially) and human–computer interaction

scenarios remains a challenge. The most promising re-

search direction for these challenges seems to be deep

learning, where the integration among levels of diverse

granularity of knowledge is the core skill [14]. Finally,

identifying the dynamics of attention, i.e. constructing joint

(interactional) attention models, remains an open problem

in this area.

Common Ground and Concept Representations

While interacting, humans process and disambiguate mul-

timodal cues, integrating low-, mid- and high-level cogni-

tive functions, specifically using the low-level machinery

of cue selection (as discussed above) via (joint) attention,

the mid-level machinery of semantic disambiguation via

common ground and shared conceptual representations and

the high-level machinery of intention awareness [62].

Since establishing common ground is a prerequisite for

successful communication, an essential module of an ideal
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interacting machine should model an extensive cognitive

semantic/pragmatic representation, that is, a network of

concepts and their relations that form the very essence of

common ground, and in this sense formal ontologies may

help.

Formal ontologies [57] are a top-down (knowledge-

based) semantic representation that has been used for in-

teraction modelling mainly by the research community,

e.g. [142]. The main advantages of ontologies are de-

scription clarity (via mathematical logic) and inference

power. However, the following challenges remain to make

ontologies a viable representation for practical interactional

systems:

• Mapping between the semantic and lexical/surface

representations, a.k.a. the ‘‘lexicalization’’ of ontologies

necessary both for natural language (NL) understanding

[34] and for NL generation [8]; the same problem holds

also in the visual domain, where a proper ‘‘visual

ontology’’ is missing or available in very restricted

domains [132];

• Representing ambiguous semantics [4];

• Representing complex semantics, e.g. time relation-

ships [13];

• Combining ontology-driven semantics with bottom-up

(data-driven) approaches, e.g. for grammar induc-

tion [52] and in general for computer vision.

Grounding exists only in the context of our semantic, af-

fective and interactional cognitive representations and

should be addressed as such. This poses the grand chal-

lenge of using ‘‘big data’’ to construct such cognitive

representations, as well as defining the ‘‘topology’’ (unified

vs. distributed) and processing logic (parallel/serial) of

these representations. Cognitively motivated conceptual

representations, e.g. common-sense reasoning [104] and

transfer learning [96], and novel machine learning algo-

rithms, e.g. extreme learning machines [25] (1) achieve

rapid learning and adaptation to new concepts and situa-

tions from very few examples (situational learning and

understanding) and (2) provide grounding in interaction

and problem-solving settings (negotiating common

ground).

From Semantics to Behaviour and Interaction

Even if it was possible to solve the multimodal under-

standing problem by mapping from signal(s) to semantics

(a monumental task by itself), it would still be only half of

the way. Assuming that a conceptual representation is in

place (see above), this section discusses how to model

jointly semantics and affect.

Given that the cognitive semantic space is both dis-

tributed and fragmented into subspaces, the mapping from

semantics to affective labels should also be distributed

and fragmented. Semantic-affective models (SAM) [30,

79, 133] are based on the assumption that semantic

similarity implies affective similarity. Thus, affective

models can be simply constructed as mappings from se-

mantic neighbourhoods to affective scores. In the SAM

model proposed in [79, 80], the affective label of a token

can be expressed as a map (trainable linear combination)

of its semantic similarities to a set of seed words and the

affective ratings of these words. The model can be ex-

tended to also handle many-to-many mappings between

multiple layers of cognitive representations. The model is

consistent with (and implementable via) the multilayered

cognitive view of representation and deep learning

models.

Fig. 1 A layered view of

human–machine interaction

(ASR and TTS stand for

automatic speech recognition

and text to speech, respectively)
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Although good performance can be obtained for lan-

guage- and image-processing applications, the challenge

remains on how to apply this model to audio and video,

where the segmentation of the stream into tokens is not

straightforward. Also, the model works very well at esti-

mating the affective content of single tokens (words, im-

ages); going from a single token to a sequence of tokens

(e.g. word to sentences) is a hard open problem. Last but

not least, generalizing this model to other behavioural la-

bels remains a grand challenge.

Open Issues and Challenges

The previous sections have identified major challenges that

lie ahead in the fields of affective, social and behavioural

signal processing as it pertains to interaction modelling.

The sections have also argued that it is very improbable

that one can successfully address these major challenges

without taking into account the peculiarities of human

cognition.

The proposition of this paper is that the solution of these

problems should be grounded on human cognition, in-

cluding modelling the errors (cognitive biases) and non-

linear logic of humans [111]. Although ‘‘pure’’ machine

learning algorithms often achieve good performance for

classification of low- and mid-level labels, they are less

successful with higher-level behavioural classification

tasks. This can be partially attributed to the ambiguity,

abstraction, subjectivity and representation depth inherent

in high-level cognitive tasks. Cognitively inspired models

can represent the very errors, biases, subjective beliefs and

attitudes of a human. Thus, adopting a human-centred ap-

proach becomes increasingly important as we move from

signals to behaviours and interaction. The recent achieve-

ments of cognitively motivated machine learning para-

digms such as representation, transfer and deep learning

further validate this view. Interaction modelling poses new

challenges and opens up fruitful research directions for the

years to come.

Applications

Effectiveness in real-world applications is the ultimate test

for any technology-oriented research effort. While being an

opportunity for methodological progress and acquisition of

key insights about human psychology and cognition, re-

search on modelling, analysis and synthesis of human be-

haviour aims at achieving impact in terms of both

commercial exploitation, i.e. development of products that

reach the market and result into jobs creation, and solutions

to societal problems, i.e. development of systems that

improve the quality of life, especially when it comes to

disadvantaged categories.

Addressing the issues and challenges presented in this

work will certainly advance the state of the art, but it will

increase the chances of success for a wide spectrum of real-

world technologies as well (the list is not exhaustive):

• Analysis of agent–customer interactions at call centres3

with the goal of improving the quality of services [50];

• Improvement of tutoring systems aimed at supporting

students in individual and collective learning processes

[121];

• Creation of speech synthesizers4 that convey both

verbal and non-verbal aspects of a text [124];

• Enrichment of multimedia indexing systems with social

and affective information [6, 26];

• Recommendation systems that take into account stable

individual characteristics (e.g. personality traits) and

transient states (e.g. emotions) [28, 129];

• Socially intelligent surveillance and monitoring sys-

tems [40].

The rest of this section focuses on three application do-

mains that address crucial issues and aspects of everyday

life, namely health care, human–machine interactions and

human–human conversations. The three cases account for

three major steps in the process that leads from the

laboratory to the real world:

• The development of a vision based on current state of

the art and major technological trends in the case of

healthcare personal agents (see Section ‘‘The Health-

care Personal Agent: A Vision for the Future of

Medicine’’);

• The realization of a prototype that addresses one

specific application (intelligent control centres), but

results into the definition of principles that can be

transferred to other areas (see Section ‘‘Building a

Working Prototype: The Example of Intelligent Control

Centres‘‘);

• The definition of concrete steps bridging the gap

between research, industry and society in the case of

conversational technologies (see Section ‘‘Roadmap-

ping Research and Innovation in Conversational Inter-

action Technologies’’).

The description of the case studies above will provide in-

sights regarding the interdependency between the chal-

lenges outlined so far and application-driven needs.

3 See http://www.cogitocorp.com for a company working on the

analysis of call centre conversations.
4 See https://www.cereproc.com for a company active in the field.
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The Healthcare Personal Agent: A Vision

for the Future of Medicine

Advances in mobile technologies, such as voice, video,

touch screens, web 2.0 capabilities and integration of var-

ious on-board sensors and wearable computers, have ren-

dered mobile devices as ideal units for delivery of

healthcare services [11]. At the same time, the dawn of the

data-driven economy has stirred the innovation of pro-

cesses and products. Unfortunately, the innovation has

been slow in the healthcare sector where much innovation

is needed to improve the quality of the service at various

end-points (hospitals, healthcare professionals, patients)

and reduce costs.

The 2012 survey in [91] reports that in Europe, there

were more than one hundred health apps in a variety of

languages (Turkish, Italian, Swedish, etc...) and domains

(mental problems, self-diagnosis, heart-monitoring, etc.).

Such growing number of smartphone applications can track

user activity, sleeping and eating habits and covert and

overt signals such as blood pressure, heart rate, skin tem-

perature, speech, location, movement by either using the

on-board sensors of the smartphone or interacting with

various wearable and healthcare monitoring devices.

In the recent years, there has been a growing research

interest in creating such applications which can interact

with people though context-aware multimodal interfaces

and have been used for various healthcare services ranging

from monitoring and accompanying the elderly [11, 86] to

real-time measuring of healthcare quality [29] and pro-

viding healthcare interventions for long-term behaviour

changes [88].

Such agents can be useful in keeping track of patient

activity in-between visits or to ensure the patients are

taking their medicines on time, or that they follow their

advised health routine (see Section ‘‘Multimodal Em-

bodiment’’ for challenges related to ‘‘always on’’ agents).

In the future, healthcare personal agent research and

development should plan for an agenda where current

limitations are addressed and new avenues are explored.

Such agenda can directly impact the quality of life and

health of people by disrupting current models of delivering

healthcare services. Agents will have different physical and

virtual appearance (see Section ‘‘Multimodal Em-

bodiment’’ for challenges in embodiment) ranging from

avatars to robots (e.g. [86]). Covert signal streams from

wearable and mobile sensors may be effectively used to

model user state in terms of his/her physiological responses

to external stimuli, events and medical protocol he/she is

following (see Section ‘‘Behaviour Analysis’’ for chal-

lenges related to behaviour analysis).

Personal agents need to be able to handle basic and

complex emotions such as empathy. In the healthcare

domain, the ability to handle emotions is critical to manage

and support, for instance, daily healthcare routine. The

affective signals and communication need to be adapted for

target patient groups such as children, elderly people. By

far one of the most important social and cognitive skills of

a conversational agent is the ability to carry out a dialogue

with a human (see Section ‘‘Roadmapping Research and

Innovation in Conversational Interaction Technologies’’).

Different models of user interaction might be needed for

different users/user groups and different application do-

mains (e.g. robotic surgery vs. bank fund transfer vs in-

formation seeking). An application tracking brushing

habits of kids might achieve better results with gamifica-

tion, while an obesity monitoring agent should use moti-

vational feedback to improve user compliance.

Building a Working Prototype: The Example

of Intelligent Control Centres

Human–computer interaction is one of the domains that

directly benefit from multimodal technologies for human

behaviour understanding. This applies in particular to ap-

plications where machines must adapt as intelligent as

possible to the natural and spontaneous behaviour of their

users because these need to concentrate their attention and

cognitive efforts on difficult and demanding tasks.

Reducing the cognitive load and enabling immediate

reaction to alarms in idle times are key requirements that

have driven the development of the innovative control

centre described in [69]. Comparable efforts on concrete

applications have worked on ship bridges [74] and crises

response control rooms [64].

In control centres, teams of human operators collaborate

to monitor and manipulate external processes, such as in

industrial production, IT and telecommunication infras-

tructure, or public infrastructure such as transportation

networks and tunnels. In this domain, innovation towards

user interfaces has been picked up slowly since it is limited

by governmental regulation or short-term return-on-in-

vestment considerations. Surprisingly, many of the systems

in use were first built decades ago and have been extended

iteratively without proper redesign of their user interfaces

until today. Recent generations of operators, however, are

digital natives and hence familiar with mobile devices,

gesture interfaces and touch screens, for example. While

considerable business opportunities can be expected in the

next decade to redesign the interfaces in such control

rooms, many research challenges remain to be addressed.

Most current systems feature redundant input devices,

little context awareness, and expose operators to informa-

tion overflow. The support for distribution of tasks and

collaboration in general leaves to be desired. One key en-

abling factor in the redesign of such complex systems is the
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dynamic interpretation of the operators’ actions and inter-

actions as a team while taking the current situation (goal,

alarm and stress level, etc.) into account (see Sec-

tion ‘‘Behaviour Analysis’’ for the challenges related to

understanding the behaviour of groups). Inspired by a hu-

man-centred design approach, the concept recently pro-

posed in [69] experiments with the combination of visual

cues, micro (i.e. fingers and hands only) and macro gestural

interaction, an acoustic interface with individualized sound

radiation, and intelligent data processing (semantic lifting,

see [70]) into a single, universal interface. The concept is

considering specific needs of the operators and the length

of work shifts, which, for example, led to the omission of

wearable devices such as headsets. Figure 2 illustrates

several components of this multimodal interaction concept

[69]. The work made clear that while research has been

addressing the combination of input and output devices of

multiple modalities, a lot more applied research is required

on their interplay regarding specific tasks in real industry

settings.

In a safety critical environment, user interaction requires

different levels of robustness and precision according to the

tasks. Control centre operators conduct very specific tasks

that call for different interaction devices and concepts.

Their integration and dynamic adaptation is a challenge.

An underlying aim is to actively manage the cognitive load

of the operators, mainly to ensure quick reaction in alarm

situations. There are idle times where operators essentially

take a break but do not leave their workplace, lengthy

passive monitoring tasks and very urgent alarm handling

situations. A significant impact can be expected in this

domain by improved user behaviour analysis.

Roadmapping Research and Innovation

in Conversational Interaction Technologies

The research community in multimodal conversational

interaction has advanced significantly in recent years;

however—despite the fast growth of multimodal smart-

phone technologies, for example—innovation and com-

mercial exploitation are not always closely connected to

research advances. To develop and integrate research and

innovation in this area, it is thus important to identify the

key innovation drivers and most promising elements across

science, technology, products and services on which to

focus in the future.

Technology roadmapping is a process to lay out a path

from science and technology development through inte-

grated demonstration to products and services that address

business opportunities and societal needs. Often performed

by individual businesses, it can also be used to put together

all of the different viewpoints and information sources

available in a large stakeholder community as a way of

helping them work together and achieve more. The EU

ROCKIT project, driven by a broad vision for conversa-

tional interaction technologies, has constructed a tech-

nology roadmap for conversational interaction technologies

(http://www.citia.eu).

In consultation with researchers and companies of every

size (including several workshops involving about 100

researchers and technologists), the ROCKIT support action

constructed a technology roadmap for conversational in-

teraction technologies. Since research and business envi-

ronments can change rapidly, the resultant roadmap is

structured to enable stakeholders to steer through change

and understand how they can achieve their goals in a

changing context. For this reason, the roadmap is not just a

series of steps that go from current science and technology

outcomes to future profitable products and services, but

conveys the relationships among societal drivers of change,

products and services, use cases for them and research

results.

The ROCKIT roadmap connects the strong research

base with commercial and industrial activity and with

policy makers. To develop the roadmap, and to make

tangible links between research and innovation, a small

Fig. 2 Left: Comfortable sensor-equipped chair. Micro gestures allow

for natural interaction during lengthy passive monitoring periods.

Middle: Operators at workstations are tracked and an acoustic

interface targets sound at a particular operator without disturbing

others. Right: Collaboration and distribution of urgent tasks via hand

gestures and shared screens
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number of target scenarios have been developed. Each

scenario includes its societal and technological drivers,

research aspects, market and business drivers and potential

test beds. We identified a number of common themes

coming out of ROCKIT’s consultations with stakeholders,

in particular accessibility, multilinguality, the importance

of design, privacy by design, systems for all of human–

human, human–machine and human–environment interac-

tions, robustness, security, potentially ephemeral interac-

tions and using the technology to enable fun.

Building on these themes, together with the different

social, commercial and technological drivers, we have

identified five possible target application scenarios:

• Adaptable interfaces for all: Interfaces which recognize

who you are, where you are and eventually what you

want, by drawing on a profiled knowledge base about

your habits and preferences. They will therefore be able

to adapt to your disability, language, visual competen-

cy, specific need for speech or typed input depending

on whether you are driving/working with two hands on

a repair job or are seated in front of a keyboard,

physical or virtual, or are prostrate in bed (see Section

‘‘Multimodal Embodiment’’ for challenges related to

agents with internal representations of users and ability

to adapt to context and interactions).

• Smart personal assistants: Multisensory agents able to

integrate heterogeneous sources of knowledge, display

social awareness and behave naturally in multiuser

situations (see Section ‘‘Multimodal Embodiment’’ for

challenges related to synthesis of social behaviour).

• Active access to complex unstructured information:

Linking knowledge to rich interaction will enable the

development of agents which can search proactively

and can make inferences from their (possibly limited)

knowledge, to enable people to be notified of relevant

things faster and to help people reach understanding of

complex situations involving many streams of infor-

mation (see Section ‘‘Computational Models of Inter-

action’’ for challenges in representing knowledge and

cognitive processes).

• Communicative robots: Embodied agents able to

display personality and to generate and interpret social

signals (see Sections ‘‘Behaviour Analysis’’ and ‘‘Mul-

timodal Embodiment’’ for related challenges).

• Shared collaboration and creativity: Empowering and

augmenting communication between people. This will

include new approaches to social sharing (across

languages), design platforms, which enable people to

build their own tools and scalable systems that enable

groups to collaborate with shared goals, facilitate

problem solving and provide powerful mechanisms

for engagement.

Conclusions

This article has described some of the most important

challenges and issues that need to be addressed in order to

achieve substantial progress in technologies for the mod-

elling, analysis and synthesis of human behaviour, espe-

cially for what concerns social interactions. Section ‘‘The

Data’’ has shown that data, while being a crucial resource,

cannot become an asset for the community without widely

accepted practices for design, collection and distribution.

Section ‘‘Behaviour Analysis‘‘ has proposed to move the

focus of analysis approaches from individuals involved in

an interaction to phenomena that shape groups of inter-

acting people (e.g. interpersonal influence and social con-

tagion). Section ‘‘Multimodal Embodiment’’ highlighted

the need of endowing machines, in particular embodied

conversational agents, with an internal representation of

their users. Section ‘‘Computational Models of Interaction‘‘

has focused on the possibility of integrating models of

human cognitive processes and semantics in technologies

dealing with human behaviour. Finally, Section ‘‘Appli-

cations’’ has overviewed application domains that can

benefit, or are already benefiting, from technologies aimed

at modelling, analysis and synthesis of behaviour.

While addressing relatively distinct problems, the chal-

lenges above have a few aspects in common that might

guide at least the first steps required to address them. The

first is that human behaviour is always situated and context

dependent. Therefore, technologies for dealing with human

behaviour should try to address highly specific aspects of

the contexts where they are used rather than trying to be

generic. Conversely, it should be always kept in mind that

an approach effective in a given situation or context might

not work in others. The second is the need of considering

both verbal and non-verbal aspects of human–human and

human–machine interactions. So far, verbal content and

semantics tend to be neglected, the reason being that non-

verbal aspects are more honest and, furthermore, taking

into account what people say violates the privacy. The third

is to model explicitly the processes that drive interactive

behaviour in humans, e.g. the development of internal

representation of others.

The last part of the article has considered three appli-

cation case studies that account for different steps of the

process that leads from laboratory to real-world applica-

tions. Healthcare personal agents have been proposed as a

case of research vision that builds upon current technology

trends (in particular the diffusion of mobile devices and the

availability of large amounts of data) to design new ap-

plications of technologies for analysis of behaviour. The

case of the intelligent control centres has shown that the

implementation of an application-driven prototype
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provides insights on how technologies revolving around

behaviour should progress. Finally, the case of conversa-

tional technologies has given an example of how a

roadmapping process can contribute to bridge the gap be-

tween research and application.

Needless to say, the issues proposed in this article do not

necessarily cover the entire spectrum of problems currently

facing the community. Furthermore, new challenges and

issues are likely to emerge, while the community addresses

those described in this work. However, dealing with the

problems proposed in this article will certainly lead to

substantial improvements of the current state of the art.
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